GTL is a proud sponsor of the 2021 ICPA
Annual Conference.

GTL, the largest software–enabled product and services company in the corrections space,
will showcase the capability of its solutions in its Virtual Showroom during the conference.
Our representatives will be available for anything you might need, including discussing use cases, or taking you through a
specific live product demonstration of your choice.
On Tuesday, October 26 at 19:45 p.m. Paris time, GTL employees Nena Staley, former executive at South Carolina Department of
Corrections (SCDC), and Antonio Sadler, a formerly incarcerated individual, will have a spirited discussion “Tablets in Corrections –
Hear the Reality” about how the introduction of GTL tablets had a measurable impact on daily life and long-term outcomes for
15,000 inmates and 3,500 staff at SCDC.
On Wednesday, October 27 at 11:15 a.m. Paris time, Christopher Ditto, GTL Vice President of Research and Development, will
present on “Going Paperless: Implementing a Digital Grievances and Request System,” discussing how customizable paperless
forms can play a big role in helping facilities with digital transformation.
On Wednesday, October 27 at 14:45 p.m. Paris time, Gad Tobaly, President of GTL International, and Eric Gonzalez, GTL
Executive Director of Technology & Implementation Services, will present “GTL – Innovative Technology Making a Real Difference.”
Attendees will hear directly from GTL's International Team on the global reach of the company's innovative products and services.
No matter the location or agency size, GTL's suite of services can assist agencies across the world in providing positive and
educational content, strengthening operational efficiency, increasing meaningful connections, and enabling successful reentry.
On Thursday, October 28 at 02:45 a.m. Paris time, Eric Gonzalez, GTL Executive Director of Technology & Implementation
Services, and Antonio Sadler, GTL Reentry Specialist and formerly incarcerated individual, will discuss firsthand how tablets
changed the path away from reoffending and toward reentry by encouraging moving forward, up, and out of the system. Antonio’s
story is echoed across the globe as more facilities understand the new outlook that tablets can enable.
Pre-recorded product demos (3 to 6 minutes in length) are also available for viewing at your leisure, in addition to other digital
materials.
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